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The Secrets of Room 73 
G  L —who didn’t have the latch key 

T 
HEY CALLED IT THE KREMLIN– 
Victorian Railways Head Office in 
Spencer St. Inside The Kremlin was 

Room 73, the Office of the Chief Traffic 
Manager. This was where you went in the 
1960s to obtain your free copies of VR 
Working Time Tables (WTTs). My first 
copy—of a Western and South Western 
WTT—was dug up by the dog in the ruins 
of Rowsley Railway Station. That was how 
I found out that such things actually exist-
ed. It hadn’t occurred to me to think about 
it before then. The copies from Room 73 
were much more attractive than copies 
encrusted with mud and dog-spit. Further-
more, they were current, rather than histor-
ical—this was their very great attraction. 
The books with their marbled card covers, 
had the feel of substantial and important 
documents—worth collecting, in fact. 

It was WTT Heaven in those days. At 
Room 73—moved from Room 71 soon 
after the war—they welcomed you with 
open arms and gave you all you could 
carry. And this despite the books bearing 
the injunction “NOT TO BE ISSUED TO 
THE PUBLIC”.  It was, as we shall soon 
see, a sensible prohibition – although 
might perhaps have been more pointed if 
WTTs had said “NOT TO BE ISSUED TO 
RAILFANS”. For me (or for my mother—
she was better at it!), it became an semi-
annual pilgrimage which took place in 
May and November each year, throughout 
the late 1960s. 

The showering of WTTs on railway enthu-
siasts–especially those like me with no 
particular gift of the gab—seems to have 
been a peculiarity of Room 73. People with 
real gift of the gab, such as Jack 
McLean or C.D.Gavan-Duffy (“the most 
unauthorized person on the VR”), had no 
need of Room 73. They had WTTs show-
ered upon them from all directions. Gavan-
Duffy always said he carried a “latch key” 
- a bottle of beer … or sometimes two. 
Many of Gavan Duffy’s VR WTTs found 
their way into the Ted Downs Collection 
of the AATTC and were auctioned off to 
the members, including myself. 

Jack McLean told a story in these pages of 
an incident where he was quietly reading a 
copy of a recently-acquired WTT on a 
Flinders St station platform when he was 
approached by an employee who engaged 
him in conversation on the assumption that 
Jack must have been an employee. It was a 
reasonable assumption because of the in-
junction on the cover. This tale was a cau-
tionary one for Jack and for most of the 
rest of his life he hid his acquired WTTs 
until he reached the safety of home. 

I found that many people had acquired 
copies of current WTTs, but they rarely 
admitted to it, and hid them (as Jack did)  
whenever anybody was watching. The 
same was true of other “railway paper”, 
including much-sought after things such as 
Curve and Gradient Diagram books. 

But then … some moronic railfans went 
and spoiled it all. 

The Geelong Pilot Fiasco 

In the late 1960s, there were still a couple 
of steam locomotives stationed at Geelong 
in Victoria, to act as Pilots or to haul the 
Fyansford cement train. These workings 
were shown in the WTT. One Friday after-
noon, the Geelong Loco. Depot foreman 
received a phone call purporting to come 
from Room 73 and requesting that a steam 
loco. (“preferably the J-class”) be placed 
onto the Saturday workings. It was unusual 
for steam to be used on Saturdays, but the 
foreman complied. Next morning, as the 
loco rolled out of the shed, it was met by a 
phalanx of railfan photographers fit to rival 
Nunorhara in Japan (below). The Loco 
Foreman had been well and truly had. That 
put an end to the easy release of WTTs. 

The WTT vanishes like a Cheshire 
Cat 

As Victor Isaacs mentioned in his article in 
our January issue, WTTs can sometimes be 
MTPs—or Master Train Plans. There is a 
very logical reason for this—at least in 

Victoria. Once upon a time, another railfan 
went out to take train photographs (of a 
diesel-hauled train, mind you) and became 
disgruntled when his “train of choice” in 
the WTT was cancelled. He took his bro-
ken gruntle to his local Member of Parlia-
ment; the Member went to the Minister 
and the Minister contacted Room 73. 
Room 73, somewhat peeved, explained to 
one and all that what was in the WTT was 
not mandatory—the contents were merely 
a “plan”. Voila! WTTs just faded away and 
Victoria acquired MTPs in an attempt to 
metaphorically underline the point. This 
pretty much coincided with the hiving off 
of all of the supplementary material to 
other documents. Only the smile—the 
tables—remained. Judging by the fact the 
Railfan Shoppe could not supply the mar-
ket for this product, the Incredible Shrink-
ing WTT still has its attractions. It is the 
train-watcher’s friend. 

Why collect them anyway? 

This is a perennial topic in these pages and 
Jack McLean wrote a long article for the 
NAOTC’s “First Edition” in 1994. The 
attractiveness of WTTs—or at least of old-
style WTTs—to railfans was explained by 
Victor Isaacs in our January issue. The 
extent and content of what Jack McLean 
called “Railway Paper” was described in 
an article in the July 2009 issue of The 
Times. It was Jack McLean’s fascination 
with railway paper and in particular with 
“WTTs and GAs and the like” that led to 
the creation of the AATTC. AATTC was 
deliberately modelled on the USA’s Na-
tional Association of Timetable Collectors 
(NAOTC) which had been created in 1976 
for exactly the same reasons. 

Timetable collecting is quite an ancient 
pastime, but has only recently been formal-
ized in the creation of these two ultra-
specialised interest groups.  

It seems that timetable collecting began in 
about the 1840s when railways were a new 
and enthralling concept. The timetables 
which people collected were, naturally, 
Bradshaw's, the inventor of the object and 
creator of the name. Robert Humm, a rail-
way book and timetable dealer in Stam-
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ford, Lincolnshire wrote of an early timeta-
ble collector, 

Gerald Aston was undoubtedly the senior 
member of the timetable collecting frater-
nity. His first acquisitions were made in 
the late 1920s or early 1930s, and at some 
time before the Second World War he 
made the bulk purchase of the collection of 
R E Charlewood's Bradshaw's. Later, his 
position as a senior office on the operating 
side of the LMS and LMR enabled him to 
assemble complete sets of working timeta-
bles from all parts of the country. We made 
several visits to his spacious house in 
Wilmslow and always came away with a 
carload of timetables and books.” So—Mr 
Aston was an insider and this gave him 
unparalleled access. 

In Australia in the early 20th Century, a 
founding member of the ARHS, 
O.B.Bolton, was an early collector. I have 
one of his NSW Western Division WTTs 
for 1914 which I bought from Double Bay 
Books about 15 years ago. Bolton too,  
may have been an insider like Gavan 
Duffy. 

This also tended to be true of timetable 
collectors in the USA—many of its func-
tionaries have been, or still are, railroad 
employees, managers—and even owners. 
Their collections are huge; some of them 
measure their collections by the ton.  

In both the USA and Australia, it was the 
ETT and WTT that aroused the acquisitive 
and analytical instincts, rather than the 
PTT (Public Time Table) and for the rea-
sons Victor Isaacs explained in January. 
Judging by the continuing success of the 
railway WTTs in our auctions, this prefer-
ence is still in the blood of our rail-oriented 
members. 

Nevertheless, although PTTs have less to 
offer than WTTs, they probably form the 
vast majority of collected timetables. And 
for modes other than rail —to a large ex-
tent—WTTs just aren’t available and in 
any case hardly make much sense. 

PTTs, of course, are much easier to collect 

and the authorities attach no opprobrium to 
people collecting them—well not much. 
The people running ATA’s Distribution 
Service have found repeatedly that opera-
tors still have the utmost difficulty in com-
prehending the concept of supplying their 
timetables to collectors, as opposed to 
supplying them to their paying customers. 

Several reasons have been advanced for 
the reluctance of rail operators to make 
WTTs available. The issues involved were 
discussed by Victor Isaacs in January. 

Where did  all the WTTs go? 

Rule 8 of nearly every Australian Railway 
of the 20th Century, said this about WTTs: 

“Every Station-master, Clerk, Operator, 
Inspector, Signal Supervisor, Road-master, 
Foreman, Driver, Fireman, Train-
examiner, Guard, Conductor, Signalman, 
Signal Adjuster, Yard Foreman, Shunter, 
Station Assistant, Ganger, Repairer and 
gatekeeper, and every other employe who 
the Head of the Branch concerned consid-
ers should be acquainted with these Rules 
and Regulations, must (b) supplied by his 
superior Officer with, and have with him 
when on duty, a copy of the current Work-
ing Timetable Book or section of the Book, 
the General Appendix to the Book of Rules 
and Regulations and to the Working Time-
table, and … (unless special instructions 
are issued to the contrary), Special Train 
Notices; a copy of each must also be kept 
in the Station-master's office…” 

Under Rule 112, the Stationmaster must 
“see that every employe connected with 
the working of the Line is in possession of 
a copy of the … the Working Time-table, 
General Appendix, … and that other Notic-
es and Instructions having reference to the 
working of the Line are properly distribut-
ed.” 

That’s a lot of WTTs floating around the 
property—one for every employe con-
cerned with the working of the line, includ-
ing “clerks”—whatever they might be. For 
my dog-spit WTT, there must have been 
5,000 issued. In more recent times, the 

print-run for a Railcorp CityRail SWTT was 
said to be about 3,000 but is less than a 
quarter of that now. 

By the early 21st century, traditional printed 
WTTs came to be viewed by management 
and staff as virtually useless in daily opera-
tion. One train driver described WTTs and 
STNs as “printed by the thousands, read by 
the dozens”. I feel that most staff would 
have said “Hooray to that”. 

As we have discussed before, WTTs were 
time-sensitive operating documents and to 
destroy them once they expired was a sensi-
ble precaution and, on many railways, a 
mandatory one. On the LMS, they were 
burned to heat Head Office . The wonder is 
not that so many have fallen into the hands 
of collectors, but so few. 

The Incredible Shrinking WTT 

Traditional tables of train times might occu-
py but half to two-thirds of a WTT—it was 
often the remaining portions that contained 
the more attractive material. What remains 
is an eye-glazing maze of tabulated figures, 
unrelieved by discursive instructions or 
material to attract the eye. To extract mean-
ingful information out of an 800-page Syd-
ney Trains Passenger SWTT, with its 6-point 

Myopia font, is a Sisyphean task. 

In my case, I collect them more to ultimate-
ly dispatch them to preservation in the Na-
tional Timetable Collection. The material I 
read with more interest nowadays is all that 
other “railway” paper.  

Wither the WTT? 

As “railway paper” fades away to be re-
placed by printable electronic versions and 
these are, in turn, displaced by more flexible 
versions readable on mobile devices and the 
like, the very notion of printable WTTs may 
fade into the “Antiquarian” category. No-
body but the tiny fraternity of timetable 
collectors, crying into their beer, will miss 
them. 

Room 73 (below left) ceased to exist dec-
ades ago, replaced by a swish condominium 
apartment (below right). 
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Passengers travelling from Kingston SE to 
Adelaide only had three services a week 
(and a very roundabout journey). On Mon-
days they were obliged to depart Kingston 
at 12.45 pm. They travelled for 3 hours and 
5 minutes to the junction station of Nara-

coorte. They then had to endure a 
“connection” from 3.50 pm until 11.06 pm 
- 7 hours and 16 minutes! Even when they 
were on their connecting train they could 
hardly settle down for the night. Soon they 
were confronted with the consequences of 
South Australia’s highly idiotic railway 
policy – an internal break of gauge. Our 
luckless passengers were unlikely to forget 
having to change trains again from 1.44 am 
until 2.29 am! They were finally due to 

The worst metables ever? 
V  I  

The following timetables are taken from 
the South Australian Railways Time Tables 
Commencing May 16th 1932. Are they the 
worst Australian timetables ever? 
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arrive in Adelaide (a total journey of 292 
miles, 467 km) at 9.0 am. 

No, perhaps this is not the worst Australian 
railway timetable ever. Perhaps the next 
example is the worst. This is also taken 
from the same SAR Time Table book. 

Look at travel to Mount Hope on the Eyre 
Peninsula (admittedly a very sparsely pop-
ulated area). These hapless passengers set 
off from Port Lincoln. They travelled for 
only 2 hours and 12 minutes to Cummins 
(42 miles, 67 km). They then had a 

“connection” time of 20 hours and 48 
minutes to their onward train! And this 
train only ran once a fortnight. It departed 
Cummins at 8.0 am on every second 
Wednesday, due into Mount Hope (a fur-
ther 32 miles, 51 km) at 10.38 am. 
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The punctuality of Japanese trains is 
legendary. This applies from the 
Shinkansen down through the ranks of 
the conventional Limited Express, 
Express, Rapid (limited stop) and 
Local (all stations) trains. It also 
applies equally to the six large JR 
companies that together provide a 
national rail network, traditional 
private railway companies both large 
and small, as well as the newer ‘third 
sector’ companies who mostly operate 
lines deemed unprofitable by the 
larger companies and are subsidised 
by local governments. 
 
One feature of many electric and 
diesel multiple unit trains is provision 
for passengers to look through the 
driver’s cabin to the track ahead. This 
not only provides a scenic perspective 
but also a view of the driver and what 
he or she is doing. Drivers are kept 
busy monitoring signals and constantly 
referring to their running sheet for 
each trip – extracted from the working 
timetable and held on a vertical 
clipboard to one side. Drivers will 
point to each thing as they monitor it, 
so their index finger gets quite a 
workout. Additionally, drivers may 
also be required to exit their cabin at 
unattended stations, either in 
combination with the train guard who 
occupies the train’s rear cabin or by 
themselves in the case of driver-only 
operation. In the latter case they also 
collect fares and tickets. However, 
central to any driver’s role is adhering 
strictly to the timetable. 
 
I recently made a short trip to Japan, 
mainly to see the tramway networks of 
Matsuyama and Kochi on the island of 
Shikoku. Also on Shikoku is a long 
established private railway known (in 
English) as Takamatsu-Kotohira 
Electric Railroad Co Ltd or Kotoden 
for short. The company’s website is 
http://www.kotoden.co.jp. There are 
three lines, the longest and busiest 
running 32.9km from the city of 
Takamatsu to the town of Kotohira on 
the appropriately named the Kotohira 
Line. At each terminus there is a 

connection with the JR Shikoku 
network, the company’s stations being 
a short walk from the respective JR 
station and named Takamatsu-Chikko 
and Kotoden-Kotohira to avoid 
confusion for passengers. Service is 
provided by two-car electric multiple 
unit sets with no doors between the 
cars and a conductor who rides in the 
rear cabin when not collecting fares 
from passengers embarking at 
unattended stations. The line is mostly 
single track with crossing loops. 
 

The company website helpfully 
provides a route diagram of its three 
lines for non-Japanese speakers. This 
page also provides a link to its public 
timetables although the station 
names are only in Japanese 
characters but can easily be cross 
referenced with the route diagram. 
The public timetable shows a basic 
30 minute frequency throughout the 
day for the entire length of the line 
with short workings giving a 15 
minute frequency closer to the city 
terminus. This regular frequency 

On Time, every Time (well, almost) 
David Cranney 
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doubtless simplifies scheduling for 
trains meeting on the crossing loops of 
the single track section. Whether by 
chance or design, the 32.9km journey 
is scheduled to take exactly one hour.  
 
My journey was inbound on the 
Kotohira line from Kotoden-Kotohira 
to Takamatsu-Chikko, departing at 
12:13 and arriving at 13:13 according 
to the public timetable. My favoured 
position at the front of the train 
allowed a view through the empty 
driver’s cabin before departure. 
Having taken a photo on my iPad I 
realised this included the driver’s 
running sheet for the upcoming 
journey. I’ve been a slow learner with 
the iPad and did not think to take a 
close up photo of the running sheet, so 
the image here is not of good quality. 
However it does provide a fascinating 
insight into the precision of a Japanese 
working timetable.  
 
Timing points represent each station 
on the line and are calculated to within 
five seconds. Thus the train departs 
Kotoden-Kotohira at 12:13:05 (12:13 
in the Public TT) and arrives 
Takamatsu-Chikko at 13:13:35 for an 
elapsed time of 60m 30s (60m in the 
Public TT). Arrival and departure at 
each station is shown (the train is all 
stations) with dwell times ranging 
from 20 seconds to one minute. 
Transit time is shown between each 
station to within 5 seconds. Stations 
where this train meets opposing trains 
at crossing loops are highlighted in 
yellow. It is double track between the 
last four stations but even here 
opposing train movements are shown. 
 
Kotoden’s public timetable 
inadvertently gives a hint to the 
problems facing many public transport 
operators in Japan in areas away from 
the large densely populated cities. 
Ayagawa, the seventh station from 
Kotoden-Kotohira, has a note in 
parentheses “Aeon Mall Ayagawa”. It 
is a large shopping complex (similar to 
Westfield in Australia for example) 
designed essentially for access by car 
in this semi-rural area. Traditionally 
many private railway companies in 

Japan have relied on the drawing 
power of a department store at their 
city terminus. However as private 
vehicle ownership increases (doubtless 
encouraged by massive construction of 
new road infrastructure) the traditional 
patterns of passenger movement are 
changing to the detriment of the small 
and medium sized railway companies. 
Fortunately many companies like 
Kotoden have other business interests 
such as bus operation, real estate and 
so on. Another common way to attract 
patronage is the use of incentives to 
encourage patronage such as themed 
carriages appealing to children, 
operation of heritage vehicles, special 
vehicles for sightseeing along scenic 
routes, involvement in tourist 
promotions and so on. Despite the 

challenges they face, Japanese 
railways continue to maintain the 
tradition of punctuality and reliability 
even in the face of ageing rolling stock 
and rail infrastructure. 
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S 
OON AFTER THE END OF THE 
Second World War, Prime Minister 
Ben Chifley extended an invitation 

to the King of Australia to visit. Chifley 
left the timing of the Royal Tour to 
Buckingham Palace. In March 1948, The 
King announced that the tour would take 
place over 68 days in April-June 1949. 

The agency in charge of the 1949 Royal 
Tour was the Commonwealth Directorate 
of the Royal Visit 1949. The Directorate 
was responsible to the Minister in Charge 
of the Royal Visit and both agencies were 
formed within the Prime Minister's 
Department. The Commonwealth 
Directorate was headed by Lieutenant-
General Frank Berryman, who was later 
also responsible for the organisation of the 
1952 and 1954 royal visits. Senator J I 
Armstrong, the Minister for Munitions, 
was appointed by Prime Minister Chifley 
to be Minister in Charge of the royal visit. 

The Federal Government wanted all State 
itineraries by June 1, for it to consolidate 
them by June 15. Senator Armstrong, was 
to discuss details of the itinerary, and of 
the train, when he went to London towards 
the end of June. 

The National Archives of Australia 
(NAA ) has some 250 files dealing with 
the Royal Tour, including several related 
to transport arrangements and itineraries. 
One of these, held in Sydney, probably 
contains all the fine details (SP339/1 
256/6/4). 

Planning went into overdrive over the next 
5 months and included a great deal of 
consultation between the Directorate and 
railway authorities in all states save 

Tasmania.  

The full detailed itinerary was released by 
Chifley on 24-August-1948 and was 
followed by a cascade of newspaper 
reports from city and local newspapers. 
Many of these reports contained timings of 
arrival and departures by road, air, sea and 
rail down to the nearest minute. Clearly a 
lot of work lay behind this itinerary. 

Royal trains were to run by NSWGR 
(including across the border to 
Queensland), VR and SAR. Initially the 
plans also had a Royal Train journey 
between Adelaide and Kalgoorlie. The 
notion of a train across the Nullarbor was 
scrapped when someone realised this 
would take 43 hours. There were no plans 
for Royal Trains on any narrow gauge 
railway. 

Notes on the Itinerary 

Not long after the initial announcement, 
the SMH expressed many reservations 
about the logistics of the tour: 

If motor cars are not to be brought from 
England, the Commonwealth 
Government may take early steps to 
acquire suitable open cars for the Royal 
processions.  

The Commonwealth horse drawn coach 
has long ceased to exist, and although it 
always added to the pageantry of a Royal 
progress, it, meant that the length of the 
route was limited This caused a greater 
congestion of people than on the longer 
route made possible by the use of motor 
cars. 

Until it is known how large the entourage 

is which will accompany the Royal 
visitors, the difficulties associated with 
accommodation and transportation in 
Australia can only be surmised. These 
difficulties will have a big bearing on the 
arrangements of the programme.  

Sea 

The Australian tour was part of a longer 
tour which included New Zealand. The 
King and Queen were to travel by sea from 
New Zealand to Sydney on HMS 
Vanguard, a battleship. Vanguard was also 
to be used to transport the Royal Party 
from the Great Barrier Reef to Tasmania 
and thence to Flinders Naval Base on 
Western Port in Victoria. Finally, The 
King was to leave Perth on the Vanguard 
at the end of the tour, bound for home (?) 

Air 

A good deal of the travel in Queensland, 
South Australia and Western Australia was 
by air. Newspapers reported: 

The King, as on his South African tour, 
will bring a Royal squadron of planes.  

The exact arrangements are a little unclear, 
but officials from Britain visited Australia 
early on to assess the possibility of using 

The timetables that never were 
BEN CHIFLEY, ACE BERTHOLD, GRACE BROTHERS and others 
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“The King’s Flight” from RAF 32 or 161 
Squadrons. The squadron was, at the time 
flying a Vickers Viking on the King’s 
Flight, but also had other aircraft including 
a de Havilland Dominie. It is not clear how 
the support party and the “press-men” 
travelled when the King flew.  

Road  

A good deal of the transport was done by 
Royal Car. The car arrangements were 
organised by “The Royal Tour Company” 
The nature of the Coy. and source of all of 
these cars is unclear at the moment  

Rail 

NSW. 

Contrary to what Grace Bros. were to say 
later (below), NSW officials said in a Press 
Release on 27-May-1948: 

State Will Provide Royal Train 

The New South Wales Railways will 
provide a special train for the Royal tour 
next year. This train will be made up 
from existing rolling stock. It will 
include cars built many years ago for the 
use of the Governor-General, the State 
Governor, and the Premier of New 
South Wales. These cars each consist of 
dining-room, miniature kitchen, sleeping 
accommodation, and. a lounge-room. 

Neither the Governor-General, Mr. 
McKell, nor the Premier, Mr. McGirr, 
has used his car. The State Governor, 
Lieutenant-General Northcott, has seen 
much of the State from his. The cars are 
all in good order. They will be repainted, 
and, after consultation with British 
authorities, changes will be made in the 
interior decorations. 

When the King and Queen toured South 
Africa last year, a Royal train was built 
for the purpose, and they lived in it for 
some weeks. In New South Wales, 
however, train journeys will be by day, 
and they are not expected to sleep in the 
train. 

It is proposed that Federal and State 
Ministers should travel with the King 
and Queen in the train.  

Victoria 

On 20th March 1948, Victorian authorities 
made the following announcement, 
reported in The Age the next morning: 

Royal train 

A new train would not be built for the 
Royal Family's tour of Victoria, the 
Railways Commissioners said yesterday. 

Even if the Railways wanted to build a 
Royal train, there would not be enough 
time to carry out the work. The 
Commissioners had suitable engines, 
carriages and sleeping cars and could 

place at the disposal of the Royal Family 
a train worthy of Victoria. 

South Australia 

Very late in the piece, long after the 
Senator had been to London to firm up 
details, the Adelaide Advertiser was able 
to report on 27-Oct-1948: 

Two Trains For Royal Party 

Two trains would be required to bring 
the Royal party to Adelaide next year. 
the State director of the Royal visit (Mr 
M. A. F. Pearce said yesterday. ' With 
the SA Railways Commissioner (Mr. R. 
H. Chapman). Mr. Pearce conferred on 
Monday with the Victorian Royal tour 
and railway authorities on the proposed 
train arrangements. He said the Royal 
train would probably bring the Royal 
party and Commonwealth officials, 
while a pilot train would transport the 
large press, radio, and newsreel party. 

Mr. Pearce said it was not intended to 
build a special train, but every effort 
would be made to provide suitable 
accommodation from available rolling 
stock. South Australia would lend the 
vice-regal and commissioner's cars, and 
it was hoped that “roomette" cars now 
under construction at Islington would be 
completed in time to be used on the 
Royal train. The train would be 
equipped with telephones, radio 
telephone communication between the 
Royal and pilot trains, and broadcast 
receivers.  

Responsibility of the Victorian Railway 
officials would end at Serviceton, Mr. 
Pearce said. SA train crews would then 
take charge. The Royal train would 
arrive at the Adelaide railway station on 
May 26.  

It is unclear whether a South Australian 
Royal Train was ever going to be 
assembled for the Royal Tour, nor where it 
was to be used. Common sense and the 
report above would suggest that the 
Victorian Royal train would be used, with 
only an engine and crew change at 
Serviceton. 

The Royal Train Timetables 

The schedules for all rail legs of the tour 
are shown on page 12. There are some 
interesting overnight schedules in Victoria, 
where the train was to follow some 
secondary lines overnight and, presumably, 
to pause somewhere along the way, to 
allow Their Majesties to get some sleep. 
This also happened on the 1954 and 1970 
Royal Tours. 

As foreshadowed in the text above and by 
long tradition still in existence, every 
Royal Train leg would have been 
proceeded by a Pilot Train. The schedules 
for these, plus empty movements of the 

Royal Train must have been figured out in 
mid-1948, but whether the paperwork has 
survived is anybody’s guess. 

<Room for 1 or 2 more paragraphs> 

Cancellation of the Tour 

The proposed tour to Australia was 
cancelled on 23-Nov-1948, owing to the 
state of the King’s health. In announcing 
the cancellation to the public Prime 
Minister Chifley said, 

“I said that, although we in Australia 
were bitterly disappointed that we 
would not have the privilege of having 
their Majesties and the Princess 
Margaret with us as planned, that was 
of a very secondary consideration when 
compared with the King's well-being … 
I am sure I speak for every citizen of the 
Commonwealth when I say that we, on 
our part, deeply regret that we will be 
unable to show directly and personally 
to their Majesties the loyalty and 
devotion to the Crown and the person of 
His Majesty which characterises the 
feelings of the people of Australia.” 

A month or so later, Victoria made the 
following announcement. 

Royal Carriage to be Completed 

Work on the all-steel - country passenger 
carriage, which was to have been used on 
the Royal tour will continue. Other 
important rolling stock construction will 
be given precedence. This announcement 
is made in the latest issue of the 
"Victorian Railway News Letter." It was 
intended to use the carriage as a vice-
regal car after the Royal tour to replace 
No. 1 State car, which was built at 
Newport workshops 59 years ago!  

Was this car used for the 1954 Royal 
Tour? 

When the tour was abandoned, the records 
were retained within the Prime Minister's 
Department to act as a guide for the 
planning and administration of any future 
visits. These records are now scattered 
about in several offices of the National 
Archives (NAA). Many have never been 
examined by NAA. 

Furnishings for the NSW Royal Train 

Grace Bros. had been contracted to design 
the interiors and actually built a mock up 
which went on public display in December 
1948, after the tour was cancelled ( see 
below). Chifley chose Grace Bros; I 
imagine Menzies would have chosen 
Myers or David Jones. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ROYAL 
TRAIN 1949.  

Early in 1948, His Majesty The King 
graciously proclaimed a tour of Australia. 
The Government of New South Wales 
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decided to provide a Royal Train for the 
convenience and pleasure of our Royal 
Visitors and instructed the Railway 
Commissioner to provide a suitable train 
to be known as the Royal Train.  

The responsible officers of the Railway 
Department, after careful investigation, 
decided in favour of placing the order for 
the complete furnishing of the Royal Train 
in the hands of Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd.  

Plans and specifications of the Royal Train 
used in South Africa recently and now 
referred to as the ""Royal Hotel on Wheels" 
were made available. This Train was made 
and completely furnished in England and 
shipped to South Africa. The furnishings 
were by the world-renowned firm of 
Waring and Gillow, of London.  

Our job was to provide a train completely 
produced in Australia. The Royal Train, 
when completed, comprised 13 Coaches of 
which four (4) were to be occupied by their 
Majesties as Staterooms, Lounge and 
Dining Room.  

These Coaches were all steel construction, 
fully air conditioned. The Staterooms 
contained bedrooms and full sized 
bathrooms. His Majesty was provided with 
a small study and private interviewing 

room. Her Majesty's Stateroom was 
provided with a private lounge room 
opening from stateroom. The Royal 
Lounge furnished to provide seating 
accommodation for 25 persons and the 
Royal Diner furnished to seat 18 guests at 
a table, 18 feet long.  

As this train was to be used only for short 
periods, Grace Bros. decided to make the 
interiors as intimate as possible and 
approximating to apartments used by 
their Majesties in their country or holiday 
residences. To this end, the Railway 
authorities co-operated and instructed the 
Commonwealth Engineering Co., of 
Granville (the company responsible for 
the building of the Royal Coaches), to 
provide the compartment walls with a 
surface suitable for wallpaper.  

Grace Bros.' planners decided on the 
traditional “Adam"   period furniture, this 
being the most graceful type of period 
furniture suitable for the confined space 
available on a train. Colourings 
throughout are pastel shades with 
specially imported wallpaper made to 
overcome vibration caused by movement 
on the rails. [how so?, one wonders} 
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Skip Stop Running – South Australian Style 
James T Wells 

S 
KIP STOP RUNNING IS THE 
practice of having an erratic, 
some might say unpredictable, 

stopping pattern for passenger trains, 
specially suburban ones. It used to be 
quite prevalent in Sydney, especially 
at peak times. 

The use of it for South Australia’s 
Metro Gawler line in Monday to Fri-
day day time off peak gives rise to 
possibly the strangest off peak subur-
ban railway timetable in Australia. 
Gawler is a regional centre to the north 
of Adelaide. 

Each half hour there are two depar-
tures from Adelaide, one to Gawler, 
the other travelling an extra two stops 
2.4 km to Gawler Central. They are 
evenly spaced on departure. 

It’s impractical to show a facsimile of 
either the on line or pdf version here; a 
summary will have to suffice. The on 
line facility has a “Build My Own 
Timetable”’ feature. 

The stopping patterns of the two ser-
vices are quite different. They both 
stop at all the major “High Frequency” 

stations with the minor stations served 
by one or the other to have a half hour-
ly service. 

The point is that the minor stations are 
just that – minor. Patronage data is not 
available but one suspects that Kudla 
could become a request stop without 
trains stopping there very often. This 
place is quite rural. Nearby Munno 
Parra has a thin strip of housing on 
one side of the station with nothing on 
the other side. This is a feature of a 
number of stations. 

Incidentally, many of them have 
names ending in “a”. 

What about North Adelaide you ask? 
It gets no off-peak services at all, ex-
cept the 1.38 pm departure from Ade-
laide. 

Perhaps Metro should close these sta-
tions. That’s an issue requiring investi-
gation of possible revision to bus ser-
vices, future town planning considera-
tions but above all the difficulty politi-
cians have with any suggestion of cut 
backs to rail services. 

Station maintenance cost is not as is-
sue as the facilities provided are very 
basic. Metro does not provide staff 
generally at suburban stations. 

Mentioned above is the possibility of 
only stopping at these stations on re-
quest. This would be a no brainer if 
the trains had conductors as they used 
to do and if an effective means could 
be provided for passengers wishing to 
catch a train to signal the driver as the 
train approaches. Frankly, this is not 
really practical where speeds are 
around 90 kph which seems to be the 
norm on this railway. 

The key benefit of the arrangement is 
that journey times particularly for long 
distance passengers is reduced; the 
main negative is the reduced frequen-
cy at the minor stations . The passen-
gers who really suffer are those travel-
ling between minor stations where a 
change is needed at a ”High Frequency 
Station”. 

Some might suggest that a better use 
of the available resources would be a 
15 minute all stops to, say, Elizabeth, 
acting as a “sweeper” for a half hourly 
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service limited stops to Eliza-
beth then all to Gawler or 
Gawler Central. There was a 
turn-back at Elizabeth; the 
track is still in place but the 
turnouts have been dismantled. 
Salisbury is another possibility 
for turn-backs. 

For the record evening services 
are half hourly stopping all 
stations except North Ade-
laide. Weekend services are 
similar except that every sec-
ond train skips Ovingham – 
Kilburn. 

The peak hour pattern contin-
ues the off peak one but with 
extra express services not stop-
ping at any minor station. 

The alignment is easy both 
with respect to grades and 
curves; the only major over-
bridge on the whole route is a 
short crossing of the Torrens 
river. Trains are one, two or 
three car diesel multiple units 
of the 3000 class. 
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The report was finally received in October 
1957, save for its Appendices, which were 
delayed. The report was finally published 
later in 1957. The Appendices were worth 
waiting for, because they contained 
illustrations, six of which are reproduced 
throughout this issue. 

Entirely handwritten or sketched (whether 
by Mr Young or DGT staff is unclear), the 
diagrams consisted of: 
Fig 4 “Timetable Diagram” 
Fig 5 Part of one WTT 
Fig 7 Shed Departures and Arrivals 
Figs 8a&b Duty Rosters 
Figs 9a&b Shift Rosters 
Fig 10 Depot Wall Timetable 
These “data” came from the Ritchie St 
Kogarah Trolley Bus  Depot and the 
Rozelle Tram depot. 
 

We can see that there was the very 
opposite of a dearth of timetable 
information at there time. There was a 
plethora of it. Note that the “Working 
Timetable” is shown as No.164, so there 
must have been a long history of these 
things. Such a number is congruent with 
the data presented in the “Malcolm’s Bus” 
article 

I understand from Duncan MacAuslan that 
a lot of this stuff survived the tram system 
for some years, bur what happened to it 
after that is not clear. Tramway historians 
seem to focus on the trams and the tracks, 
rather than services and timetables. 

Whether the hand-written versions shown 
here were created de novo by Young or 
copied from existing documents is not 
clear. 

Trinkets from EBASCO 
A further spin-off from ”Malcolm’s Bus”, courtesy ROSS WILLSON  

A 
S A CONSEQUENCE OF 
comments on the paucity of tram 
Working Timetables in Sydney in 

our November issue, Ross Willson has 
produced evidence of the existence of 
WTTs and related documents, which he 
found in the EBASCO Report. What was 
EBASCO and what was its report? 

“Ebasco was born as Electric Bond and 
Share Company in New York City in 1905, 
daughter of Thomas Alva Edison and died 
on 11-May-1994 after a lingering 
illness” (EBASCO Alumni Blog, 5-Jul-
2008) 

In 1956, EBASCO was contracted by the 
NSW Government to study the 
Departments of Railways and Government 
Transport. The head of the study was a Mr 
Young, thought by the Opposition of the 
day to be Harold Young, ex-NSWGR. The 
Government refused to confirm or deny 
this. 
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